No.F.10(6)/PWD-I/Misc./2016/Vol.IV(a)/3960
(CD No. 057482636)  

Dated: 01/04/19

To,

The Engineer-in-Chief,
Public Works Department
Govt. of NCT of Delhi
MSO Building
IP Estate
New Delhi-110002

Sub: For providing departmental contents, articles and photographs for Magazine "DILLI" in Hindi Language.

Sir,

Please find enclosed herewith a copy of Letter No.16(5)/2019/ PUB/DIP/998 dt. 06.03.2019 received from Dy. Director (Publication), Dte. of Information and Publicity, GNCTD on the subject cited above for your kind information and further necessary action.

Yours Sincerely

[Signature]

Deputy Secretary (PWD/Admin.)

[Stamp]
DIRECTORATE OF INFORMATION AND PUBLICITY
GOVERNMENT OF NCT OF DELHI
BLOCK NO-9, OLD SECRETARIAT, DELHI-110054

F.16(5)/2019/PUB/DIP/998

To
The Head of Department,


Subject:- For providing departmental contents, articles and photographs for Magazine "DILLI" in Hindi language

Respected Sir/Madam,

As you know the Directorate is publishing a trilingual (Hindi, Punjabi, Urdu) Magazine "DILLI" for giving wide publicity to the programmes, policies and schemes of Government of NCT of Delhi, among the citizens of Delhi and people at large.

You are kindly requested to provide the details of activities, programmes, policies and schemes of your Department in Hindi language in hard copy and soft copy by mail id (dillimasikdp@gmail.com) which you would like to highlight, along with photographs on regular monthly basis upto 10th date of each month so that it can be incorporated in the DILLI Magazine.

This issues with the prior approval of Director (I&P).

Thanking you,

Yours sincerely,

(Nalin Chauhan)
Dy. Director (Publication)